The effects of lysolipids on phospholipid layer curvature and bending elasticity were examined using x-ray diffraction and the osmotic stress method. Lysolipids with two different head groups, phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), and differing hydrocarbon chains were mixed with the hexagonal-forming lipid, dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE). With up to 30 mole% lysolipid in DOPE, the mixture maintains the inverted hexagonal (H II ) phase in excess water, where increasing levels of lysolipid result in a systematic increase in the H II lattice dimension. Analysis of the structural changes imposed by lysolipids show that, opposite to DOPE itself, which has an spontaneous radius of curvature (R 0 ) of Ϫ30 Å, PC lysolipids add high positive curvature, with R 0 ϭ ϩ38 to ϩ60 Å, depending on chain length. LysoPEs, in contrast, add very small curvatures. When both polar group and hydrocarbon chains of the added lysolipid mismatch those of DOPE, the structural effects are qualitatively different from otherwise. Such mismatched lysolipids "reshape" the effective combination molecule into a longer and more cylindrical configuration compared to those lysolipids with either matching polar group or hydrocarbon chain.
INTRODUCTION
Evidence has been accumulating that suggests an important dynamic structural role for the various membrane lipids present in biological membranes. Not all membrane lipids are intrinsically bilayer forming. Some, for example phosphatidylethanolamines (PE), tend to form structures with negatively curved monolayers, and others, for example, lysophospholipids, the subject of the present investigation, tend to form structures with positive curvature. When incorporated into bilayers, such nonbilayer-forming lipids introduce packing stresses. Such stresses can, in turn, affect membrane integrity (Cullis and DeKruijff, 1979; Gruner, 1985; Zhelev, 1998) , or influence the insertion, conformation, and activity of membrane-embedded proteins (Bezrukov et al., 1999; Dan and Safran, 1998; McCallum and Epand, 1995) . It is understandable then, that the lipid composition of membranes is regulated and modulated by the cell.
Lysophospholipids usually are found only in small amounts in biological cell membranes (Reman et al., 1969) . As intermediates in phospholipid metabolism and turnover, they are produced by phospholipase A 2 hydrolysis of diacylphospholipids (Brown et al., 1993; Baker et al., 1994) , by oxidation of low-density lipoproteins (Quinn et al., 1988) , or by lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase action on plasma lipoproteins (Bhamidipati and Hamilton, 1995) . Subsequently, they are rapidly reacylated (Robertson and Lands, 1964; Eibl et al., 1969; Van Golde et al., 1971) or metabolized (Pelech and Vance, 1989 ).
On their own, lysophospholipids are nonbilayer-forming lipids above the hydrocarbon melting temperature. With a relatively large hydrophilic head group in relation to the hydrocarbon tail, pure lysolipid molecules pack in highly curved structures. Micelles are formed at low lipid concentrations, whereas, at higher concentrations, a hexagonal phase is formed of lipid cylinders with hydrocarbon interiors in a water matrix (Rand et al., 1975) .
In spite of their small proportion of the membrane lipid, lysophospholipids have been shown to play a role in a wide range of cellular processes that involve membrane-protein or membrane-membrane interactions. For example, lysophosphatidylcholine (PC) has been shown to potentiate diacylglycerol activation of protein kinase C (Sasaki et al., 1993) and the related T-lymphocyte activation (Asaoka et al., 1993b) , and HL-60 cell differentiation (Asaoka et al., 1993a) . The authors conclude that lysolipids, as products of phospholipase A 2 activation, may be directly involved in the signal transduction pathway through protein kinase C to induce long-term cellular responses. Other evidence of effects on membrane proteins include: regulation of guanylate and adenylate cyclase activities (Shier et al., 1976) , inhibition of insulin receptor autophosphorylation and signaling (McCallum and Epand, 1995) , and the increased expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells (Kume et al., 1992) . Early reports of membrane structural properties affected by abnormal accumulations of lysophospholipid include induced cell fusion (Poole et al., 1970) and even lysis at high levels (Reman et al., 1969; Weltzien, 1979) .
Attempts to understand the mechanisms of lysolipid's effects have led to numerous studies incorporating lysophospholipid in both model and biological membrane systems. Membrane electrical resistance is lowered (Van Zutphen and Van Deenen, 1967) and permeability is increased (Lee and Chan, 1977) by added lysophospholipid. Many more studies have examined effects on membrane fusion. Inhibition of fusion by low levels of membrane-incorporated lysophospholipid has been demonstrated in diverse experimental systems, including microsome-microsome fusion (Chernomordik et al., 1993) , influenza hemaglutaninmediated fusion (Chernomordik et al., 1997; Gunther-Ausborn et al., 1995) syncytia formation mediated by Sendai virus F protein (Yeagle et al., 1994) , and baculovirus gp64 (Chernomordik et al., 1995c) . Fusion of pure lipid bilayers in model systems is also inhibited by lysophospholipid (Chernomordik et al., 1995a; Yeagle et al., 1994) . (For a review see Chernomordik et al., 1995b) . Importantly, the effect of lysophospholipid depends on its location, whether in the outer or inner monolayer or symmetrically distributed. LysoPC and arachidonic acid differentially inhibit or promote fusion of vesicles to planar bilayers depending on their location (Chernomordik et al., 1995a) and lysoPC has no effect on virus-liposome fusion if symmetrically distributed in both monolayers of the liposome (Gunther-Ausborn et al., 1995) . In a study of PEG-mediated fusion of lipid vesicles, lysoPC promoted fusion when symmetrically distributed, and inhibited fusion when present only in the outer monolayer (Wu et al., 1996) . It has been suggested that the common effects of lysophospholipid on fusion in such diverse systems occurs at approximately the same concentration in the membranes, and may involve a common lipidic intermediate of the fusion event, the proposed "stalk" structure Leikin et al., 1987; Kozlov et al., 1989; Siegel, 1993; Chernomordik et al., 1995b) . The stalk structure is a highly negatively curved lipidic connection between opposing monolayers that leads to hemifusion.
Lysolipids affect the gating kinetics of several membrane channels, including gramicidin channels in lipid bilayers (Lundbaek and Anderson, 1994) . Lysolipids stabilize dimer formation between two peptide helices in apposing monolayers, forming an open channel, and lysoPC is more effective than lysoPE. These lysolipid effects are attributed to some property of the lipid that lowers the energy of bilayer deformation required for dimer formation.
The effects of lysophospholipids, i.e., disruption of intact membranes, lowering of electrical resistance, increasing permeability, inhibition of fusion, and effects on channelgating kinetics are all consistent with models based on the dynamic shape of the molecule that packs with local positive curvature (Chernomordik et al., 1995b) . When added to other lipids, lysolipids would tend to drive lipid assemblies into structures with more positive curvature. When confined to the bilayer phase, lysolipids would introduce membrane tensions or stresses that may influence the conformation and activity of membrane proteins.
We have measured the influence of various lysolipids on the spontaneous curvature of mixed lipid monolayers. "Spontaneous curvature " and "intrinsic curvature" are often used interchangeably. In this work, we are going to use spontaneous curvature and derive its value for individual lipid components. To do this, we have incorporated several different lysolipids into a nonbilayer structure, the negatively curved inverted hexagonal phase formed by DOPE in aqueous medium. We also measure any effect of lysolipids on the bending modulus of DOPE monolayers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthetic dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) and six synthetic lysophospholipids were purchased from Avanti (Polar Lipids, Inc., Alabaster, Alabama), and used without further purification. The lysophospholipids differed from each other in chain length or headgroup, three of them being PC and three being PE. They were: laurylphosphatidylethanolamine (L-lysoPE), oleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (O-lysoPE), stearoylphosphatidylethanolamine (S-lysoPE), laurylphosphatidylcholine (L-lysoPC), oleoylphosphatidylcholine (O-lysoPC), and palmitoylphosphatidylcholine (P-lysoPC). n-Tetradecane was purchased from Sigma-Aldrick Canada Ltd. (Oakville, Ontario), and water used in the experiments was doubledistilled.
Stocks of lipid mixtures were prepared first by combining DOPE and various amounts of one of the lysolipids in chloroform solution. The chloroform was then removed by rotary evaporation, followed by vacuum desiccation. Tetradecane was added to the dry lipid mixture to 16 wt% of the total, by weighing directly, and the mixture was allowed to equilibrate three days. Samples (each about 20 mg) from the lipid stocks were then hydrated to varying degrees by directly weighing in double-distilled water, or by adding excess amounts (2 ml) of polyethylene glycol solutions of known osmotic pressure. A further three days were allowed for equilibration of the water in the sample. Finally, equilibrated samples were mounted between mica windows with powdered teflon, as an x-ray calibration standard, and examined by x-ray diffraction.
X-ray diffraction patterns were used to characterize the structures and dimensions of the various phases formed. Patterns were collected on film using Guinier cameras mounted on a Rigaku rotating anode x-ray generator. The CuK␣ 1 line ( ϭ 1.540 Å) was used, isolated by a bent quartz crystal monochromator. For all experiments described, the temperature of the sample was controlled by thermoelectric elements to 22°C Ϯ 0.2°C. Typically, hexagonal phases were observed, characterized by a series of x-ray spacings bearing ratios to the dimension of the first order, d hex , of 1, 1/͌3, 1/͌4, 1/͌7, 1/͌9, 1/͌12, etc. At higher lysolipid contents, lamellar phases, characterized by x-ray spacing bearing the ratios 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, etc, coexisted with the hexagonal phases. For the purpose of this study, we have restricted data analysis to the region of sample compositions producing single hexagonal phases. Lattice dimensions of the hexagonal structures could be measured to Ϯ 0.1 Å on any one sample. Sample-to-sample variation, which includes all experimental errors, is approximately Ϯ2%.
Structural analysis
H ii phases are two-dimensional hexagonal lattices formed by the axes of indefinitely long and parallel regular prisms. Water cores, centered on the prism axes, are lined with the lipid polar groups, and the rest of the lattice is filled with the hydrocarbon chains.
For a hexagonal phase of known composition, the measured lattice can be divided into compartments, as shown in Fig. 1 , each containing defined volume fractions of the lipid and water. This volume average division follows the method originally introduced by Luzzati (e.g., see Luzzati and Husson, 1962) and depends only on the assumption of their linear addition. Specific data for the lipid components used in these systems are given in Table 1 .
In particular, we separate the water and lipid compartments in the hexagonal lattice by an idealized cylindrical interface of radius R w that encloses a volume equal to the volume of water in the H ii phase (Fig. 1 ).
We then use it for data analysis as if all the water is inside and all the lipid is outside of this cylinder. We refer to the surface of this cylinder as the Luzzati plane.
The radius of the water cylinder, R w , is related to the first-order Bragg spacing in the hexagonal phase, d hex , and to the volume fraction of water in the sample, w , as follows:
(1)
The area per lipid molecule at the Luzzati plane is given by
where V l is the volume of a lipid molecule, and
For the calculation of molecular area in this study, we use the notion of an effective molecule, that is, one phospholipid ϩ x lysolipids ϩ y tetradecane molecules: x is the molar ratio of lysolipid to phospholipid, and y is the molar ratio of tetradecane to phospholipid in the samples. The effective molecular volume is
where v PL , v lysolipid , and v tetradecane are the molecular volumes of DOPE, lysolipid, and tetradecane. These equations determine structural parameters at the Luzzati plane, using d hex , measured in the x-ray experiment, and w , calculated from the weight fraction of water in the samples using the specific molecular volumes given in Table 1 .
Elastic energy of the hexagonal phase
The H ii phase is usually described in terms of curvature and molecular area on either of two cylindrical surfaces lying inside the lipid monolayer: 1) a neutral surface of bending where the bending and stretching (compression) deformations are energetically uncoupled (Kozlov and Winterhalter, 1991a,b) ; and 2) a pivotal plane where the molecular area remains constant (Rand et al., 1990) . Here we analyze the experimental data using the pivotal plane, because its position can be found from the data with much higher accuracy (Leikin et al., 1996) . Using the radius of curvature at the pivotal plane, R p , the elastic free energy, F, of the hexagonal phase (normalized per effective molecule) can be approximated by the energy of bending (Helfrich, 1973; Kirk et al., 1984) ,
where K cp is the bending modulus, and A p and R 0p are the molecular area and the spontaneous radius of curvature at the pivotal plane. The goal of the measurement is to find the position of the pivotal plane, the spontaneous curvature, molecular area, and bending moduli for different phospholipid/lysophospholipid mixtures. These structural parameters and elastic moduli (Leikin et al., 1996) are determined as follows:
1. The molecular area, A, and radius of curvature, R, at any cylindrical dividing surface, separated by a volume V per lipid molecule from the Luzzati plane ( Fig. 1 ) are related by
FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the structure of the hexagonal phase showing the dimensions determined as described in the text and used for the structural and energetic analysis. 
2. We verify whether the system has a well-defined pivotal plane by plotting A w 2 versus A w /R w , from Eq. 6, in the form
If the plot is a straight line, the system has a dividing surface of constant area, which is the pivotal plane. From the slope and the intercept of the plot, we determine the position of the pivotal plane, given by V p , the volume separating this plane and the Luzzati plane, and the molecular area of an effective molecule at that plane, A p . 3. From the value of V p , we calculate the radii of curvature (R p ) at the pivotal plane by using Eq. 7. For each mixture under equilibrium conditions in excess water (determined from the phase diagrams), we determine the spontaneous radius of curvature at the pivotal plane (R 0p ). 
is linear.
5. Finally, comparing the elastic energy given by Eq. 5 with the osmotic work done by the osmotic stress (), we find the relationship,
A plot of (⌸R p 2 ) versus (1/R p ) gives, from the slope, the monolayer bending modulus (K cp ) (Gruner et al., 1986; Rand et al., 1990) .
RESULTS
Throughout this work, we have kept tetradecane present at a constant 16 wt% of the total lipid fraction. The tetradecane is necessary to allow the formation of the larger dimension hexagonal phases, presumably allowing low monolayer curvature to be expressed by filling the interstitial spaces. (Rand et al., 1990; Chen and Rand, 1998) . It is under these stress-free conditions and in excess water that we define and measure the spontaneous curvature of the mixed lipid monolayers from the lattice spacing d hex .
To establish that lysolipid solubility in aqueous phases did not affect the composition of the x-ray samples, we noted the following. First, gravimetric samples containing lysolipids equilibrated with increasing amounts of excess water give identical spacings. Second, and more critically, the spacings of samples equilibrated with excess polymer solutions were unchanged when then re-equilibrated with more polymer solution after the first x-ray experiment. Therefore, we conclude that the partitioning of lysolipid from an aqueous phase into bulk lipid phases was so complete that our x-ray sample composition was as prepared. Figure 2 shows the relation between mole percent lysolipid in DOPE and the equilibrium lattice spacing for the single hexagonal phase that is formed in excess water for six different lysolipids. In each case, the dimension of the hexagonal phase increases with increasing lysolipid content. This effect appears greater for the lysoPCs than for lysoPEs, especially evident at higher concentrations. At lysolipid concentrations higher than those plotted in Fig. 2 , a lamellar phase coexists with the hexagonal phase in excess water, typical of mixtures of lipids with different spontaneous curvatures (Rand et al., 1990) . When some of the lipid mixtures of Fig. 2 are dehydrated, a lamellar phase eventually appears because of the free energy balance between lamellar and hexagonal phases (Kozlov et al., 1994) . Typically, ϳ12-15% lysolipid will be accommodated in the single hexagonal phase over the entire hydration range, with slightly more lysoPE accommodated than lysoPC. In this study, we report and analyze only the single hexagonal structures.
Gravimetric phase diagrams, covering the full hydration range, for various mixtures of the six lysolipids with DOPE, are shown in Fig. 3 . The hexagonal phase dimension is shown here as a function of weight fraction of lipid in water. In each series, lysolipid was mixed in three or four different ratios with DOPE (from 0 to 12-15%). All samples gave single hexagonal phases at the lysolipid concentrations reported. The dimension of these phases can be seen to increase with water content until a maximum is reached. Further addition of water results in a separate water phase.
In less than excess water, for four of the six lysolipids examined, L-lysoPE, O-lysoPE, S-lysoPE, and O-lysoPC, the relation between lattice dimension and water content did not detectably depend on the lysolipid concentration in the sample. For L-lysoPC, and P-lysoPC, however, at any one water volume fraction, the lattice dimension increases systematically with increasing lysolipid content. This qualita-tive difference in behavior is more easily seen in the diagnostic plots of Fig. 4 and subsequent analysis.
The weight fraction of lipid at maximum hydration was determined from the intercept of the best fit curve below excess water, with the average maximum dimension in excess water. Equilibrium conditions and structural parameters can be calculated from the gravimetric phase diagrams of Fig. 3 , according to the analysis described in the methods. These are shown in Table 2 . Figure 4 shows the diagnostic plots (Eq. 8) of (A w /V l ) 2 versus (A w /V l )R w for all lysolipid/DOPE mixtures studied.
Pivotal plane
The linearity of these relations shows that there exists a well-defined pivotal plane for all these lipid mixtures. Consistent with most lipid systems studied, there exists a position within the monolayer that does not change area even as the monolayer is bent on dehydration.
The position of the pivotal plane, given by the slope of the relations in Fig. 4 , is defined as (V p /V l ). For all mixtures, it lies close to the polar group hydrocarbon interface (V pol / V l ). V p /V l ranges from 0.32-0.26 (Table 2) . V pol /V l is 0.21. Therefore, the pivotal plane resides 1.8 ϩ 0.7 CH 2 groups Parameters are described in Figure 1 and methods.
on the hydrocarbon side of the polar/hydrocarbon interface.
In fact, for all other lipid systems examined to date, the pivotal plane lies close to the boundary between the hydrocarbon and polar group layers. Compared to positions away from the pivotal plane that can undergo large area changes, the pivotal plane itself behaves as if it is incompressible.
The intercepts of the relations of Fig. 4 give the molecular area per effective molecule at the pivotal plane (A p /V l ). A p /V 1 does not change for each of the four lysolipids that show no effect of lysolipid content on lattice dimensions FIGURE 5 Plots of molecular dimensions d l , d pol , and d hc (see Fig. 1 ) of DOPE-lysolipid mixtures as the lysolipid content increases. To emphasize trends, molecular dimensions were normalized using the appropriate DOPE control. Lysolipids that mismatch both polar and hydrocarbon chains of DOPE behave differently from those for which at least one part matches. Most of the change in d l is in the hydrocarbon region.
FIGURE 6 Molecular areas of the effective molecules of DOPE-lysolipid mixtures measured at the water-lipid interface, A w , at the pivotal plane, A p , and at the ends of the hydrocarbon chains, A t , as the lysolipid content increases. To emphasize trends, molecular areas were normalized using the appropriate DOPE control. Lysolipids that mismatch both polar and hydrocarbon chains behave differently from those for which at least one part matches. below excess water. This means that the area of the effective molecule at the pivotal plane, A p , increases in proportion to the lysolipid concentration in the mixture, i.e., area increases with the size of the effective molecule V l as one might expect. However, for L-lysoPC and P-lysoPC, (A p /V l ) shifts with each lysolipid concentration. Remarkably, for these two mixtures, A p is constant for all lysolipid concentrations even though the effective molecule is increasing in size.
The structural changes that occur (Table 2) appear to divide the added lysolipids into two qualitatively different groups. Figures 5 and 6 show that P-and L-lysoPCs have a different effect from the others. The molecular length, Fig.  5 , of the effective molecule, d l , increases as these lysolipids are added to DOPE while it remains relatively constant for the others. Most of that increase is in the hydrocarbon region, d hc , while the polar group layer, d pol , stays constant. In contrast, d pol and d hc change only slightly when the other lysolipids are added to DOPE.
Molecular areas (Fig. 6) show this different behavior. For P-and L-lysoPC, molecular area of the effective molecule changes much less with added lysolipid than for the others. Particularly striking is that the molecular areas away from the pivotal plane, A w and A t , are practically unchanged with added P-and L-lysoPC but increase at the water interface, making these effective molecules longer and more cylindrical. In contrast, the other effective molecules expand laterally with added lysolipid. We have attempted to convey this difference in behavior schematically in Fig. 7 .
Spontaneous curvature
The radius of spontaneous curvature of the lipid mixtures, R 0p , is calculated from Eqs. 1 and 7 using the equilibrium volume fraction in excess water, the maximum lattice dimension for d hex , and the value of V p /V l . Figure 8 shows how R 0p changes with lysolipid content for each of the lysolipids studied. As presumed from their effect on hexagonal dimension, lysolipids decrease monolayer curvatures. Generally, lysoPCs have a larger effect than lysoPEs, i.e., contribute more positive curvature, consistent with their larger polar group relative to hydrocarbon chain volume.
On the basis of the linear relation between the spontaneous curvature of the lipid mixtures and the mole fraction of lysolipid in those mixtures, the spontaneous curvatures of the individual lipids can be determined according to Eq. 9. These are shown in Table 3 . They appear to be in two groups. First, L-, P-, and O-lysoPC have high positive curvatures. This would be expected from their larger ratio of polar group to hydrocarbon chain. Second, the lysoPEs have curvatures that are not detectably different from zero. The limitation in the amount of lysolipid that could be incorporated into the hexagonal phase before lamellar phases formed meant that this method could not reliably distinguish radii of curvatures greater than Ϯϳ150 Å. 
Osmotic stress and bending modulus
The lattice dimensions, d hex , of osmotically stressed hexagonal phases for five of the different mixtures were measured (data not shown). The water contents of these phases were determined from the known dependence of ø w versus d hex in the gravimetric phase diagrams (Fig. 3) . This allowed the calculation of other structural dimensions in these structures, in particular, R p , the radius of curvature at the pivotal plane. According to Eq. (10), a plot of ⌸R p 2 versus 1/R p gives, from the slope, the monolayer bending modulus, K cp , at the pivotal plane. Figure 9 shows such plots for five lysolipids. The values of bending moduli and the change with lysolipid content are shown in Fig. 10 and Table 2 . It is evident that lysolipids, at least to the amount that could be incorporated, had no detectable effect on the bending modulus of these monolayers.
DISCUSSION
The spontaneous curvature of individual molecules in monolayers and the resultant curvature stress within bilayer membranes is thought to affect both membrane protein activity and the energetics of topological changes in membranes such as those required by membrane fusion. Hence, we have been measuring spontaneous curvatures and effects on bending moduli for several lipids with the aim of being able to quantitate curvature stress. A compendium of results is shown in Table 3 . LysoPCs at one extreme have curvatures opposite in sign to diacylglycerols on the other, both presumably contribute strongly to modulating membrane curvature stress. FIGURE 9 Plot relating the osmotic work required to dehydrate the hexagonal phase with its change in monolayer curvature 1/R p (according to Eq. 10 of the text). The slope, which gives a measure of the bending modulus, shows no change with any species of lysolipid. 
There are several steps in the stages of fusion that are affected by the spontaneous curvature of the participating lipids. Lysolipids in particular inhibit fusion when present on the proximal monolayers of approaching membranes, thought to result from inhibition of stalk formation by the nearest neighboring monolayers of approaching bilayers (Chernomordik et al., 1997) . Lysolipids facilitate fusion when on the distal monolayers, thought to result from the formation and expansion of pores in the distal monolayers that form the hemifusion monolayer (Chernomordik et al., 1995a) . The energetics of such lipid rearrangements have been estimated in models of membrane fusion (Kozlov et al., 1989) and the present results provide measurements of spontaneous curvatures and bending moduli to aid those estimates. Figures 1 and 2 show that lysolipids strongly increase the lattice parameter of the hexagonal phase of DOPE up to the order of 100 Å. In the subsequent analysis, we show that this results from the addition of lipids with either extremely small or highly positive spontaneous curvature, opposite from that of the highly negative spontaneous curvature of the host lipid DOPE. This phenomenon is similar but opposite in direction to the effects of extreme negative curvature that diacylglycerols (Leikin et al., 1996) , and cholesterol (Chen and Rand, 1997 ) have on phospholipid layers.
Analysis of the change in lattice dimensions as the monolayer of the hexagonal phase is bent by removal of water shows that there is a position near the interface between polar group and hydrocarbon chains that does not change in area. Such a pivotal plane has been found for all lipid mixtures in the present study, and in fact, for all lipid systems studied to date. Interestingly, the position of the pivotal plane appears very close to, but on the hydrocarbon side of the polar/hydrocarbon interface for all lipid systems studied. While changes in area at positions away from this pivotal plane can be large, the pivotal plane itself is a position within monolayers that is relatively incompressible. For incorporation into bilayers of inclusions like channels and proteins, the pivotal plane would appear to be the most difficult part of the monolayer to penetrate or expand.
We measure the curvature of the monolayer from the pivotal plane. The linear dependence of the curvature on lysolipid mole fraction gives the specific curvatures or curvature contribution of the individual lipids in the mixture. One limitation of the present system is the restricted amount of lysolipid that can be incorporated into the DOPE hexagonal phase before it becomes lamellar. That precludes a more accurate experimental estimate of the spontaneous curvature of the individual lipids. Nevertheless it is clear that lysolipid curvatures are either highly positive or very small. LysoPCs have a high positive curvature compared to lysoPEs as might be expected from the relative volume ratios of polar group to hydrocarbon chains of those two classes of molecules. LysoPCs, having higher positive curvatures, would be expected to modulate the local curvature stress in a membrane more effectively than lysoPEs. Interestingly, this structural result correlates with the potentiation of the activation of protein kinase C and related cellular responses by lysoPC and not by lysoPE (Asaoka et al., 1993a ,b, Sasaki et al., 1993 . Such modulation would be opposite that of diacylipids, as might be expected considering the relative ratio of polar and hydrocarbon molecular volume.
Another strong correlation connects the effects of ly-soPCs and lysoPEs on the gating kinetics of membrane channels, particularly gramicidin. Lysolipids favor dimerization of gramicidin and the open state. LysoPCs, with higher positive curvature as measured in this study, yield longer open (dimer) lifetimes than lysoPEs (Lundbaek and Anderson, 1994) suggesting that curvature energy is important in reducing the energetics of bilayer deformation required for dimer formation.
The difference in behavior when both polar group and hydrocarbon chains of the lysolipid differ from the host lipid DOPE is remarkable. It suggests that, when there is a mismatch in both parts of the molecule, there results a different kind of interaction between DOPE and the lysolipid. The major difference is a relatively unchanging molecular area even away from the pivotal plane, suggesting a lower lateral compressibility coefficient stemming from free volume or packing defects at both the polar and hydrocarbon ends.
Our results cannot distinguish between homogenous and heterogeneous lateral distribution within the mono-FIGURE 10 Plot of the bending moduli of DOPE doped with increasing amounts of lysolipids. Bending moduli were normalized using the appropriate DOPE control.
layer. An interesting possibility is that one might expect the shorter lysos to partition in the interaxial direction, and the longer to partition interstitially. In any case, the behavior of the two groups of lipid is different and might be pursued by techniques that measure the dynamics of lipid interactions.
